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A CONTINUED LOOK INTO THE KORAN, Penguin Edition, c. 1968
by Gertjan Zwiggelaar, B.A., B.Ed., EDE.

Let us continue into the next 100 pages of the Penguin Koran and start with a quote on

page 103: ʻThose to whom the burden of the Torah was entrusted and yet refused to bear
it like a donkey laden with books.ʼ THE BURDEN of the Torah. And Jews, are donkeys
laden down with books; their Talmud, Torah, and Cabbala. Let that sink in for a moment.
Muslims hate Jews. They absolutely despise them with a passion. Loathing is what
Muslims have for Jews. Total and utter disgust and they wish all Jews to be dead.
Preferably made dead in a horrible manner; much like the way Jews murder Palestinians
and perform live vivisections on their children to harvest organs. Muslims donʼ t bother with
the organ harvest. But dicing and slicing a Jew, no problem; unless that ʻMuslimʼ is an ISIS
guy; an Israeli Security Intelligence Service agent in a black balaclava and wielding a sinister
black flag. Take close note what you will often find hanging around one of those guyʼs neck;
a golden Star of Rothschild/David/Moloch; it is all the same star. Note how ISIS does NOT
attack Israel. Muslims, as I said, despise Jews. Where is the greatest concentration of
those aliens besides New York and Miami? Israel. You would think that ISIS, being
supposedly a Muslim terrorist group would want to annihilate that farm. Odd, eh?
The quote in question continues: ʻ...Wretched is the example of those who deny Allahʼs
revelations. Allah does not guide the wrongdoers.ʼ Of course, the wrongdoers are those
of us who do not want to only read one book, contemplate only one highway, and think
exactly the same as our neighbours. If you let the Caliphate take a firm root in your land,
you: ʻ...unbelievers, Hell shall be your home: you have justly earned it, a dismal end!ʼ
p. 106.
You are given lots of visions of Paradise to which you want to aspire, by being a good
Muslim, so why be an unbeliever? That is the question Muslims ask. Why would you
want to subscribe to any other ideology when the after life is so fabulous for believers;
male believers? So far there is no mention of a Paradise with adult women; just virgins,
houris, and boys in, ʻPleasure Mansions.ʼ p. 105. Pleasure Mansions? Doesnʼt that
pornographic Jew, Hugh Hefner live in one of those buildings? And what about that other
Jew, Epstein with an entire pleasure island? However, even if you are a good Muslim
man, preferring young virgins, boys, and whatever else takes your fancy, ʻIn the life to come
a woeful punishment awaits you or the forgiveness of Allah and His pleasure...ʼ p. 107.
So, there is still a wee bit of paranoia before one dies because you just never know if Allah
is happy or ticked off at something that moment. Maybe when, ʻWe created the houris and
made them virgins...ʼ p. 109, one of them didnʼt work out or something and Allah was not
happy, you might get it regardless of how often you debased yourself on your knees in the
street.
Have you ever heard of the Zaqqum tree? No? I only just learned about it when I read
page 109 of the Penguin Koran where it states: ʻAs for you sinners who deny the truth, you
shall eat the fruit of the Zaqqum tree and fill your bellies with it. You shall drink boiling wateryet you shall drink it as the thirsty camel drinks.ʼ Wikipedia, which youcan not always trust to
tell you the truth, however, in the case of the definition of the aforementioned tree, here is
what Wiki had to say: According to the Quran, Zaqqum (Arabic??) is a tree that "springs out
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of the bottom of hell-fire" or Jahannam. It is mentioned in verses 17:60 (as the "cursed
tree"), 37:62-68, 44:43, and 56:52, of the Quran. Note the verse numbers? Wikipedia
used a different version of the Holy Book.
Of course you will be given water to drink, as mentioned before. However, the fact it is,
ʻscalding water,ʼ is repeated many times, just so you know. You are not getting any
chocolate caramel machiatto pumpkin spice low fat cinnamon sprinkled double espresso $8
designer coffee where you are going if you do not convert to Islam if you let the Muslims
take over. On page 111 you can read FOUR times on one page, ʻHow stern was my
punishment?ʼ On the following page you can read the following: ʻ...Our vengeance.ʼ ʻTaste
My punishment...ʼ x 2, ʻWe smote them with the scourge...ʼ, ʻThe Hour of Doom,ʼ ʻAre
dragged into the fire...,ʼ ʻ...feel the touch of Hell.ʼ All of that on page 112, just to make sure
you get it. Make no mistake, the Koran is very explicit and imaginitive to a degree regarding
what lies in store for you who do not subscribe to thought control.
Donʼt worry, though. Allah is forgiving and merciful. You may be able to avoid the torment
of Hell as is promised on page 114. ʻTo those who avoid the grossest of sins and
indecencies and commit only small offenses, Allah will show abundant mercy.ʼ Who
determines at what point the indecencies and offenses are small or large? Imams make
those decisions and some of them, quite frankly, are not quite right in the brain; to wit their
constant call to Jihad and the extermination of Christians and Jews. But, again, always
remember, it is best to stay on the straight and narrow because: ʻ...your Lordʼs punishment
shall surely come to pass! No power shall ward it off.ʼ ʻOn that day woeful shall be the
plight of the unbelievers.ʼ ... ʻ...they shall be sternly shoved into the fire of Hell...ʼ p. 115.
On the same page you are enticed towards good behavior, which is the recurring theme of
the Koran; Crime and Punishment, Good Behaviour and Rewards. So: ʻ...for the believersThey shall recline on couches ranged in rows, (ed. note how Allah is a good interior
decorator. So far you have read in DtRH a number of mentions regarding the interior decor
of the ʻPleasure Mansionʼ),...To dark eyed houris We shall wed them...and there shall wait
on them young boys of their own as fair as virgin pearls.ʼ What colour are pearls? Mostly
they are creamy WHITE.
Shout from the roof tops:
STOP THE MUSLIM INVASION NOW! Stop it before it is too late. They are serious.
If you like Down the Rabbit Hole, please feel free to copy this pdf and hand it out.

Now For Some Odds and Ends, Bits and Snippets,
Ideas & Thoughts for the Weekend
THE CANADIAN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS A TRAITOR
As you, who have been reading, DtRH know by now, Islam is NOT a religion of peace,
but a death cult. The Canadian governmentʼs policies, (policies are the rules of
corporations, btw. Bona fide governments enact, Laws. There is a difference), regarding
Muslim ʻrefugees,ʼ also known as, ʻrapefugees,ʼ are acts of treason since the creatures in
question have demonstrated themselves to be extremely dangerous to all the values we
Westernized, civilized, cultured, 21st Century human beings hold to be dear. Freedom of
expression, for example; albeit there are now limits placed on that because of censor
boards such as, Facebook, and now, the Federal Government of Canada, but, we are still,
at this moment, able to speak our minds fairly freely in a coffee shop, sometimes, or the
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grocery store; unless, of course, some Liberal Marxified Moron tells us that we are, ʻRacistʼ
and a ʻWhite Supremacistʼ for loudly expressing displeasure at seeing two, fresh off the
plane, Somalis in the store. In my particular case, I told them to go back to Africa where
they belong. The White Liberal Cuck, admitted he was a White Man, and yet, when I
asked him if he was proud of his race, told me he was not. I told him that he was, ʻa traitor to
his race.ʼ That is exactly what the Liberal government of Canada is, and more. Justin
Trudeau is a simple minded, narcissist; a Jewish lad; we all at DtRH suspect is the bi
product of a union of a Jewish woman, Margaret Spencer; one of the 13 Illuminati families,
and a Jewish psychopath named, Fidel Castro. Justin can not help but be what he is. It is
in his very DNA and he is a ʻdestructive force,ʼa traitor whose ministers do not care if Muslim
invaders come here carrying exotic diseases of the mind, the heart, and the, I was going to
say, soul, but I am beginning to wonder if those üntermenschen have souls. They may not
be intelligent enough to effect the development thereof. Judging from the barbarous
behaviour of those low IQ Muslim freaks coming from Sub Saharan Africa, well
documented on copious YouTube videos and news reports out of Europe, where the
invasion has become so terrible, chimp hybrids just walk into peopleʼs houses and
demand to be fed. There is no reasoning with those creatures because their Koran tells
them Islam will inherit, indeed, MUST inherit the entire planet. Justin Trudeau and his
government are aiding and abetting that. Now that I have been giving you some insights
into the Koran, cf: editions 10, 11, and now, 12 you should be well aware regarding the
danger posed by that religion to we who think otherwise and do not consider thought a
crime. We call for the immediate impeachment of the Federal Government of Canada.
They are all traitors and extremely dangerous to ALL of Canada.
SUPREME COURT JUST US GINSBERG MUST BE IMPEACHED SINCE SHE IS
not trust worthy and does not live up to her word. The witch said she would quit if Mister
Trump won the election and yet the evil Jew is still smelling up the bank/er, bench she sits
on. Ginsberg must be forced from office. We at DtRH wish the wicked witch were
relegated to some place which suits her demeanor. Israel would be better for her, since that
shitty little farm in the Middle East has a similar attitude to hers. Seeing her scowling, horrible
Khazarian face almost every day on Facebook and news sites from the USA makes our
collective stomachs want to up chuck our lunches. We have extreme revulsion, since we
are careful not to use the dreaded word, hate, since that word is no longer allowed and can
get a human being in trouble in Marxified democratic countries. Hence, we at DtRH
despise Ruth Ginsberg; a quite useless creature, actually with a very mediocre reputation
and record, in the opinion of our Executive Desk Editor.
JUST BECAUSE A HUMAN BEING OR A JEW HAS A DEGREE IN LAW WHY DO
people agree that they have a right to sit in judgement of us? A law degree, or degrees,
so what? The Bible says, ʻJudge not that ye be not judged also.ʼ Having spent many
hours in courts our EDE will tell you that he has no respect for them; not in the slightest and
thinks the present Admiralty courts are a farce; a Just Us system largely run by Jewish
creatures where Justice does not show her pretty face very often. COURTS in general are
much like viper dens and snake pits, where SHYSTERS, a word that applies to lawyers,
look it up for yourself, slither about conducting nefarious business which costs those of you
who can not speak for yourselves and prefer to be, CLIENTS, ʻimbeciles; persons of
unsound mind,ʼ of lawyers, a fortune. Our EDE defends himself in court and wins because
he studied law on his own and wrote a 49 page essay, under his pseudonym, regarding
the history and philosophy of law, A Handbook for the Righteous, or How to Beat the
Unrighteous at Their Own Game by Emmanuel Truthseeker. This booklet comes
packaged in an unlabelled red duotang which readers affectionately call, The Red Pill. It
comes with a 49 page bibliography to take people out of the Matrix to the other side. In
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other words, Down the Rabbit Hole. People in Alberta are successfully using his
information and excellent success stories are accrueing such as: impounded long guns
returned without charges laid, speeding tickets quashed, two non insurance, non registration
tickets quashed, saving the defendant 60 days in jail and $13,500 in fines and costs, an
impounded car returned without charges laid... The last time Gertjan sold a copy it went for
$145! People can order the essay by first establishing contact with the author who will
advise you how to proceed. Email: gertjan@shaw.ca and write: HANDBOOK in the
subject line.
GRATITUDE TO JEFF RENSE
We at Down the Rabbit Hole have followed Jeff Rense for a long time already. Since the
days Rense.com hardly had any advertising and he was just heading out on his brave
internet journey. Rense.com has always been a source of incredible news stories and links
which in the case of our EDE, has consumed a lot of his time every day as he eagerly
follows up on what is REALLY happening in the world. Jeff does not censor things and
presents a very interesting, ecclectic mix of information and entertainment. We highly
recommend to everyone who wants to learn about the Truth, to use the internet to good
effect and tune into: Rense.com and Rense Radio and become enlightened and aware.
We are grateful and happy to see Down the Rabbit Hole included along with so many
excellent Truth Warriors on the very finest, most beautiful to look at news site on the planet.
Spread the word. The web address is easy to remember. The more people who tune
into Rense.com, the sooner the important information, especially the information regarding
the Muslim invasion, will help humanity reach the critical mass needed to turn this horror
around. Tune into Jeff Rense and copy, Down the Rabbit Hole. Tack it up in your lunch
room bulletin board. Leave it in places. Tuck it in a newspaper... Spread the word. The
truth will set us free and the more who know and overstand the truth, the sooner we can
return the planet to sanity; peace, and harmony. Of course, once the Muslim issue is dealt
with we have to address the Jewish Question and be done with that one as well. For so
long as there are Jews and Muslims, we will have no peace, ever. In our opinion, that is.
We could be wrong, but so far, no one has proven us to be errant. We do our homework
at, Down the Rabbit Hole.
MUSLIM SEX ATTACKS NOW IN TWO ALBERTA SWIMMING POOLS!
What has become common place in Europe, especially in Germany and Sweden, the two
most judified liberalised cuckified countries on the planet thanks to their traitorous policitians;
those self important narcissitic slime balls who were elected in demon crapic (sic)
processes, we now are seeing Muslims having sexual emergencies up here in Canada; in
Alberta! In Cowboy Country! WTF?!!! And Jewboy Justin our present Crime Minister,
wants to let even more of those creatures into our country. One pool event happened in
Lethbridge, which is not only a city in Alberta, it is a hot spot for MORMONS! Muslims and
Mormons, that is an interesting mix. For Mormons; not all, but there is a tolerance for
bigamy. Muslim men are into that big time since the Koran makes it highly desirable to
have four wives and as many others on the side, as well. That is why the Muslims are
presently gaining tremendous ground. They are out reproducing us. By us, we mean,
WHITE PEOPLE. Fidelity to one wife is not encouraged in Islam. Joseph Smith, a
Mason, he liked the ladies, as well and was a well known philanderer; as was Mohammed.
So, in Lethbridge now we have, Masons, Mormons, and Muslims; the three Ms. Of course
there are plenty of Jews down there, as well, but they hide in the shadows and pull the
strings and shove the levers of their nefarious puppet show. We think they are rubbing
their hands with glee because they so love depravity. It is why the Jews love the Muslim
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invaders so well, because they too are so depraved; and so easily manipulated since they
are so mind f...ed. Jews stir them up and the fanatics go bananas; an apt term for what sub
Saharan chimp hybrids act like when they get upset. And they get upset very easily since
their religion condems everything we value in the Western World; the one that is somewhat
closer to the future than those countries the pre Medievalists hale from.
The other attack was in West Edmonton Mallʼs water park where several people were
attacked by a refugee Muslim with a sexual emergency problem. We at DtRH are not
politically correct and think we should just hang those guilty vermin. In a normal place,
vermin are exterminated with extreme prejudice. We have no tolerance for cockroaches.

And Now For A Bit of Politically Incorrect Humour to Take You Into
the Weekend and Hopefully, Some Well Deserved Rest
A Muslim man died and went up to the Pearly Gates. The Muslim told Saint Peter he was
not interested in answering questions and wanted to see Mohammed right away. The Saint
thought for a moment. ʻMohammed you said?ʼ Peter scratched his chin and suddenly
remembered, ʻMohammed is upstairs.ʼ Peter pointed to a magnificent stair case. ʻGo up
there.ʼ The Muslim was very happy to learn that Allahʼs prophet was higher up than St.
Pete and eagerly ran up the stairs to be met by Archangel Michael on the landing. After
informing the magnificent Archangel that he was there to see Mohammed, Michael had to
think a moment. The name did not ring a bell immediately. He checked his Rolodex and
found the name. ʻHe is up there.ʼ Michael pointed to a glorious golden stair case. The
Muslim man was overjoyed to learn that Mohammed was higher up than the Archangel and
eagerly ran up the stairs to find Jesus standing on the landing with a big grin and open arms.
ʻWelcome to Heaven my son,ʼ He said happily. The Muslim regarded Jesus for a moment
and then demanded to see Mohammed. Jesus scratched his right temple. He stroked his
beard. He narrowed his eyes and furrowed his brow. ʻMohammed. Mohammed....ʼ
Jesus thought and thought. He pulled the register out and turned to the section labelled, M
and ran his finger down the list. ʻAh, here he is. Mohammed. Prophet... Yes, yes, here it
is. His location.ʼ Jesus pointed to an incredible stairway, at the other end of the lobby they
were standing in. ʻYou see that golden stairway over there? The one with the silver
ballustrade and the precious stones in the spindles?ʼ The Muslim man nodded his head
eagerly. ʻGo up there.ʼ The Muslim man was eccstatic. ʻMohammed is higher than you,
Jesus? I always thought that. Oh, I am so grateful and happy...ʼ He ran up the stairs to
land in a humungous room in the middle of which stood a huge throne, in front of which stood
a coffee table and a couple of well designed chairs. On the throne sat God, the Almighty
Himself. He regarded the little Muslim and welcomed him to Heaven. The man nodded his
head and thanked the Mighty Creator, but he was not so much interested in Him, preferring
instead to tell God that he was there to see, Mohammed. God sat back and smiled and
told the Muslim to be patient. ʻLetʼs get to know each other a little better,ʼ He said. ʻWould
you like a coffee? Or, perhaps a cup of mint tea?ʼ The Muslim was very impatient,
however, he did have to admit he was thirsty from having run up all of those stairs. Hence,
he agreed to a Turkish coffee. God gestured for the man to sit down. Then He snapped
His Mighty fingers and shouted, ʻMohammed! Two coffees, please!ʼ
THE TALKING DOG
A man walked past a sign on a fence, TALKING DOG FOR SALE, $5. He noticed the
seller sitting smiling at him on the porch of the house so he went over to talk to him about
the dog. ʻYou really have a talking dog for sale?ʼ ʻYep,ʼ agreed the man. ʻHeʼs in the back
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yard if you want to talk to him.ʼ The first man was intrigued and decided to see for himself if
there was, indeed, a talking dog back there. Rounding the corner of the house, the man
noticed a white and tan Jack Russell terrier sitting on the lawn staring at a cloud. The man
knew that those dogs are very smart but he was dubious, obviously, about the talking bit,
thinking the dog probably had an odd bark or something like that. Thinking it funny, the man
said, ʻAre you the talking dog?ʼ The dog slowly turned to look at the man and then, in a
voice as clear as that of Lorne Greene, he answered, ʻYes.ʼ The man was taken aback for a
moment and then asked again, thinking he was hearing things. The dog again answered in
clear English, that, yes, he is a talking dog. The man was completely flabbergasted and
began to pepper the dog with questions about how he got to be a talking dog. ʻWell,ʼ
replied the Terrier, ʻI was trained by the CIA, FBI, MI5,6,7 and 8, as well as Interpol to be a
spy dog. They taught me various languages so that I could infiltrate terrorist cells.
Whenever those humans would have a meeting, for example in a coffee shop, I would sit
nearby and listen to the conversation and then report back to my handlers in Langley. The
terrorists just thought I was a mere dog and never paid me any attention. I was very
effective and managed to foil a plot on 8/12. I missed the one on 9/11. That is when they
got rid of me.ʼ The dog hung his head and looked very sad all of a sudden. The man took
one more look at the little Jack Russell and returned to the man on the porch. ʻSo, did you
talk to the dog?ʼ asked the seller. The other man agreed that he had spoken to the creature.
Then he asked, ʻWhy are you selling him? And why so cheap?ʼ The seller regarded the
man for a moment. and sighed. ʻDid he tell you that he was a spy dog? That he was
trained by the CIA and the FBI and who knows what else? Interpol, MI 5 and so forth?ʼ
The interested man nodded and agreed that was what the dog had said. The seller spat an
oyster into a bush beside the porch and frowned. ʻThe dog is a bloody liar and thatʼs why
Iʼm getting rid of him.ʼ

Why does everyone still believe in governments? Most are
corrupt as hell and controlled by Jews and their minions.
Government is a disease and politicians are the vector.
Gertjan’s Books on Amazon.ca or .com:
A Pirateʼs Tale, 547 pages. 2008
Marty & Me, Another Pirateʼs Tale, 275 pages. 2012
Hanzel Sventska, a Third Pirateʼs Tale, 660 pages. 2012
Into the Game, 423 pages. 2009
A Journey to the Underside, 606 pages. 2012
Islands of the Chimera, 452 pages. 2013
These books are all 6 x 9 trade paperbacks. Four are electronic on: Kindle, Nook, and iBooks.

We could use donations if you are so inclined and appreciate what we are trying to do with
Down the Rabbit Hole. We have no advertising except what you see regarding the books
of our Executive Desk Editor. And that has only appeared this one time in this week end
edition, in case you might be interested in reading an interesting, entertaining story. Good
fiction is also excellent for your mind and soul. Contact: gertjan@shaw.ca.

EnjoyYour Weekend. Next issue comes out on Monday and we will continue with a
thorough look into the Holy Koran. A not so funny book.
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